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LHC physics with ATLAS and CMSLHC physics with ATLAS and CMS
Very broadly, divide the ATLAS/CMS proton-proton programme into

● Measurements (Part II)
● Make precise measurements of previously known processes in the new LHC energy regime

● Masses, angular distributions, decay modes, momentum spectra ... ...
● Test parts of SM not tested before – e.g. massive electroweak boson self-interactions
● Now includes the measurements in the Higgs (scalar) sector

● Searching beyond (Part III)
● Hunt for new physics beyond the Standard Model

● LHC advantages: high energy, high intensity (integrated luminosity)
● High energy -> many heavy objects (H, t, W/Z) – look for new physics coupling to these

● Prospects in the HL-LHC era

Lecture 3 will also briefly touch on physics at future colliders, beyond the LHC

I generally show ATLAS results to illustrate, because it is easier for me – CMS has equally good and broad 
results!!!
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Why "Beyond the SM" (BSM)?Why "Beyond the SM" (BSM)?

SM explains physics beautifully at the 100 GeV energy-scale – the electroweak scale – 
and below
Fundamental questions remain, and must be addressed

● Why is the electroweak scale so much less than the Planck scale (1019 GeV)?
● To go 17 orders of magnitude without new physics would be quite unprecedented! (cf. size of an atom 

vs. size of the earth)
● In the scalar (Higgs) sector...

● Is the H(125) boson composite?
● Are their more Higgs bosons?
● Are there new massive particles coupling with the Higgs?

● Origin of fermion generations, mass values, mixings?
● What is the origin of neutrino mass?
● Why the matter - antimatter asymmetry we see in the universe (CP violation)?
● What is the nature of dark matter?

These arguments suggest that new physics will show up in the 0.1-10 TeV range – we 
must explore this region!

Starts with LHC & HL-LHC, must continue with future colliders
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BSM models – and possible signaturesBSM models – and possible signatures

H Murayama H Bachacou
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BSM models – and possible signaturesBSM models – and possible signatures

H Murayama H Bachacou

I’ll give just a few examples...
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Invisible Higgs decays?Invisible Higgs decays?
If the H couples to new BSM particles according to 
their mass, could give

● Modified H decay branching fractions
● Modified H couplings

E.g: does the H decay to new invisible particles?
● Can still select events with ZH or WH 

production, for example, from Z/W decay
● SM allows H→ZZ* 4→ ν, but B(H invis.)~0.1%→

ATLAS combination (full Run-2 data)

B(H invis.) < 10.7% at 95% CL→
Need much better precision!
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Dark Matter (DM)Dark Matter (DM)
Evidence for dark matter in the universe from 
astrophysical, cosmological measurements

● Galactic rotation curves
● Galaxy collisions (“Bullet cluster”)
● Early universe models (“ΛCDM”)
● Large scale structure of universe (e.g. “BAO”)

There seems to be a (big) problem – most of the matter 
in the universe is not identified

If the DM is non-baryonic, weakly interacting massive 
particles (WIMPs) are an attractive candidate

● models can provide sufficient mass to match the 
observations, if masses ~ electroweak scale

● Supersymmetry (SUSY) is a natural source

How to observe?
● “Direct detection” (typically underground experiments, no beam)
● Production searches (LHC)

AH Broeils, Astron. and Astrophys. 256(1992)19

NGC 1560
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DM direct detection searchesDM direct detection searches

nucleus

DM DM

nucleus

Look to see evidence of dark matter scattering off 
normal matter

● Rely on “ambient” dark matter in the local 
vicinity of the solar system

● Similar in nature to neutrino scattering – but 
heavier, slower, invisible particle, no beam

● Techniques to spot low-E nuclear recoil

 → Lectures by Prof Gopolang Mohlabeng on this tomorrow, 
so I will not discuss further here
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LHC DM searchesLHC DM searches q

DM

DM

q

“Crossed” process: pair production of DM particles

“Physics in the blob” is more important at LHC 
(especially to compare with direct detection 
experiments)

Models typically have at least one unknown “mediator” 
particle which is “inside the blob”, e.g.

There are many searches for DM at the LHC: one very 
general search looks for an initial-state-radiation jet plus 
ET

miss from the unobserved DM particles  “mono-jets”→

DM

 → jet

DM
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"Mono-jet" search"Mono-jet" search
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"Mono-jet" search"Mono-jet" search
Nice event!
But there is a Standard Model signal 
source (and backgrounds):

jet+Z production with Z→νν 

Study of ET
miss in events with an 

energetic jet – no excess seen

Z

q

q

ν

ν
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Many more searches for Many more searches for 
new particlesnew particles

Many favoured scenarios 
ruled out at TeV scale, and 
some well beyond

3 TeV
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Many more searches for Many more searches for 
new particlesnew particles

Many favoured scenarios 
ruled out at TeV scale, and 
some well beyond

Changes thinking for the 
future

● Feebly interacting 
particles?

● SUSY with very similar 
masses (“compressed”)?

● Higgs portal models?
● Complex dark sector  →

“long”-lived new 
particles?

Searches are refocussing, 
e.g. using new trigger 
strategies

1 TeV
10 TeV
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The future at the LHC – "High-Lumi LHC", HL-LHCThe future at the LHC – "High-Lumi LHC", HL-LHC
Centre-of-mass energy, √s

Peak instantaneous luminosity (nominal 1034 cm-2 s-1)
10× data we have now

Better detectors
Better triggers
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S Willocq / LHCP2024
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S Willocq / LHCP2024



 19S Willocq / LHCP2024

Estimates of HL-LHC sensitivity 
here are a bit old – latest numbers 
suggest we can get to 5σ 
observation of HH production

Constraints on the self-coupling, 
but need more precision → future 
colliders, long-term
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Beyond the LHCBeyond the LHC

A few clear priorities:
● Improve measurements of Higgs properties and couplings

● Higgs total width – probe for unobserved decay modes, visible or invisible
● Higgs self-coupling

● Go an order of magnitude beyond LHC E scale to probe for BSM physics ("10 TeV partonic CM 
energy" / "10 TeV pCM")
● Look for new higher energy processes and higher mass particles
● Especially whether Higgs is a portal to new physics

● Understand / discover dark matter – this is a shared endeavour, colliders just one prong
● "All" we know about dark matter is that it has (gravitational) mass
● Won't it couple to the Higgs, as that generates fundamental particle masses in SM?
● Why should DM be a single particle? 

● When something found, we want to explore the dark sector
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S Willocq / LHCP2024
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Higgs factory physicsHiggs factory physics
Something from Eur Strat studies?

S Willocq / LHCP2024
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S Willocq / LHCP2024
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S Willocq / LHCP2024
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FCC-eeFCC-ee
Accelerator

M Krammer / LHCP2024
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FCC-ee possible operation sequenceFCC-ee possible operation sequence

√s ≈ 91 GeV √s ≈ 240 GeV √s ≈ 365 GeV

√s
 ≈

 1
60

 G
eV

Tera-Z: 
105x LEP-1

104x LEP-2

H factory: 
2M H

2M tt pairs

Year-0? CERN realistic schedule says 2045-2048 (with HL-LHC ending 2041)
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FCC-hhFCC-hh
Accelerator

Realistic start 
date around 

2070(?)
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Muon colliderMuon collider
Concept is to make a muon collider ring at high energy

● Advantage that muons radiate much less synchrotron radiation than electrons 
 much smaller ring to achieve   √s ~ 10 TeV→

● Disadvantage that muons decay with (restframe) lifetime τ~2.2 μs!
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Muon colliderMuon collider
Concept is to make a muon collider ring at high energy

● Advantage that muons radiate much less synchrotron radiation than electrons 
 much smaller ring to achieve   √s ~ 10 TeV→

● Disadvantage that muons decay with lifetime τ~2.2 μs!

CERN has been leading the International Muon Collider Collaboration 
for some years

● Now quite some interest in the US as well, following Snowmass/P5 

A lot of R&D needed to demonstrate feasibility and then move to 
construction  timescale unknown, maybe ~2050-2060?→

Interesting to watch – may be a good option for the next collider after 
FCC-ee (or alternative e+e-)
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Final wordsFinal words

Through these lectures, we have seen
● The physics need for large colliders, both the LHC – and future machines
● The huge physics range of these facilities
● The exciting prospects beyond the LHC

In the medium term (10y), (HL-)LHC will be the world's forefront collider
● There is a huge amount of frontier physics to be done!
● Completely international collaborations, especially in terms of member nationalities!

There are lots of good ideas what to do after the LHC – currently FCC gaining traction
● All options are expensive (€10 billion-scale)
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Final wordsFinal words

Through these lectures, we have seen
● The physics need for large colliders, both the LHC – and future machines
● The huge physics range of these facilities
● The exciting prospects beyond the LHC

In the medium term (10y), (HL-)LHC will be the world's forefront collider
● There is a huge amount of frontier physics to be done!
● Completely international collaborations, especially in terms of member nationalities!

There are lots of good ideas what to do after the LHC – currently FCC gaining traction
● All options are expensive (€10 billion-scale)

All the best to all of you with your studies and research – I hope to see 
some of you working at the LHC!
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